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Fight leads to arrest,
student shatters window.
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Donated bodies aid
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Colonel expresses hope
Cammermeyer
addresses the
issue of gays
•
• •
lil the m1htary
by Staci A. West
Staff reporter

Margarethe Cammermeyer

When
dedication
earns a
discharge

MargaretheCammermever,
a colonel discharged from the
military for being a homosexual, addressed the issue of
gays in the military last
Thursday in the Student Union
Building pit.
Cammermeyer served in the
military for nearly 24 years.
Her homosexuality was discovered during the application
process for the War College,
when she answered a question
admitting she is a lesbian.

"There is something inherently wrong about this regulation," she said "that caused
people to be separated from
the military they had served
without undermining the mission of the military and without misconduct."
The United States and Great
Britain are the only two NATO
countries withabanonhomosexuals, she said.
But the Clinton administration has taken steps to change
current policies concerning the
military application process.
"The new people joining the
military will not be asked that
question (on sexual orientation)," she said. "That is the
only thing that has changed."
With renewed hope for being
reinstated in the military,

Cammermeyer lectures at
schools and universities.
''The important thing about
this issue is to educate and
take away preconceived notions and fears," she said.
"Young people are the ones
most open to ~ear about diversities, than much of our society.
. "It's not a matter of choice,"
she said. ''Behavior is a choice."
Cammermeyer spoke for an
hour to a Jarge crowd in the
SUB. Students voiced concerns
about the rationale behind allowing gays to serve in the
military.
Cammermeyer said heterosexuals are often concerned
that gays will approach them
sexually,aperspectiveshesaid
includes "a certain amount of

arrogance."
Cammermeyer ~ncouraged
thistypeofdiscussionbecause
she said it is important for
students to examine these issues ifthey ever hope to "move
beyond either our' social
prejudice or what we don't
know about human sexuality."
- PresidentBillClintonsigned
an executive agreement in
January,forbiddingquestions
concerning sexual orientation
by the military. The existing
regulation had forbidden homosexuals from serving.
Cammermeyer said she has
seen previous military regulations in her earlier years

See MILITARY/Page 3

by Staci A. West
Staff reporter

Most of us have a dream we
dedicate our lives to fulfilling.
Many of us see our dreams
come true. But Margarethe
Cammermeyer had almost
reached her dream when it
was snatched away from her.
The thief was a prejudiced so-·
ciety.
As a child living in Europe
under Nazi occupation,
Cammermeyer immigrated to
the United States at age 9.
And at age19, she said she
joined the U.S. military to
"show appreciation for them
taking us in."
Cammermeyer dedicated
nearly 24 years of her life to
the United States military.
During that time, she served
two years in Vietnam, where
she earned a Bronze Star. In
1985, she was honored with
the Nurse of the Year award
from the Veteran's Administration.
Four years ago, she said she
pursued her dream of being a
military general and applied
for top secret clearance to enter the War College. On the
application, she answered a
question concerning her
. sexual orientation; It changed
her life.
Cammermeyer said she
honestly answered that she
was homosexual. And her
statement resulted in an honorable discharge from the
military.
"I felt I was discharged in
disgrace," Cammermeyer
said. "Those years (in the
military) were really negated
by the separation. So, it was

See LIFE/Pag~ ~
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Central junior cadet Chris Silva aims his rifle in field simulations during drills on Thursday.

Teacher Union ads expose concerns about issues
by Dan White
Staff report~r

------

Five ads, which ran in the
Ellensburg Daily Record, have
revealed apparent controversy
between Central' s administration and the Central Federation
of Teachers, and have shed
light on two critical issues.
The issues include reorganization of Central's College of
Letters, Arts and Sciences and ·

collective bargaining rights for
faculty.
Within the past two weeks,
the American Federation of
Teachers Union has placed the
ads. The ads have encouraged
faculty to get involved and have
attempted to voice concern
about key issues.
"Basically, they are recruiting ad$ for the Federation of
Teachers," the dean ufthe College ofLetters, Arts & Sciences,
Donald Cummings said about

the ads.
But theTeachers Union said
it is speakingoutforthefaculty,
and that it is one of the few
groups that can, based on its
collective power.
"The union will continue to
make public statements and
printing its newspaper," said
Russell Hansen, chair of law
and justice department.
It has been four-and-a-half
months since the re-organization of Central's College of Let-

ters, Art & Sciences was pro-·
posed. Dean Cummings said
there has been many changes
since the first proposal.
"There has been a lot of conversation," Cummings said. "It
has been radically revised since
the first version back in midOctober."
The proposal would merge
many departments, and elimi-

See ADS/Page 2
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Forced entry and broken "W'indo"7s lead to arrest
Feb. 28, 2:19 a.m.

ries 'because the police threw
him through the police car
window.
According to police reports,
the man was advised at
KVCH to see a specialist to
repair a damaged tendon in
his right hand.
After police left him at the
pospital, the young man left
the hospital without waiting
for his ride. Police then report that. along with Ellensburg police assistance, they
apprehendedtheyoungman
again. Police transferred the man
back to his Beck Hall residence, and said the suspect
would be served a subpoena
and charged with malicious
mischief, minor in possession
of intoxicants, disorderly
conduct and resisting arrest.

CAMPUS COPS

A Beck Hall resident was
arrested after police responded to a fight, and found
a 19-year-old man walking
on Chestnut Mall with
bloody hands.
Campus police reported
the man forcibly entered a
room in Beck HaU, After
leaving the room, he went
to the north west lobby door
of the dorm and broke the
glass in the door with his
fist.
The man then went to the
west door of the hall and
punched another window,
causing serious cuts to his
right hand.
Police said when they arrived at the scene, residents

Ads raise
concern
From ADS/Page 1

nate the number of chairs
each dean would supervise.
"It keeps more responsibility at the department level,"
Cummings said. "It creates
ofBeck Hall identified the man derogatory remarks toward
stronger more autonomous
and told police he left the one officer, police reported.
chairs."
building. Police report the
Campus officers arrested the
But Hansen, vice president
suspect was involved in a fight man, but while they atof the T~achers Union, diswith some hall residents who tempted to handcuflhim, poagrees.
were trying to stop him from lice said the man attempted
"fm not certain the faculty
to throw a punch at one offibreaking the windows.
wants stronger, more auWhen police found the sus- cer.
tonomous chairs," Hansen
pect, he was walking north on
After wrestling the man to
said. "We (departments)
the Chestnut Mall walkway, the ground, he was handcuffed
want to be represented, not
and taken to the police car.
near Anderson Apartments.
dominated."
According to police, the man
He was then transported to
President Nelson said he
began making threats to police Kittitas Valley Community
does not believe there is a
and appeared to be drunk. Hospital.
problem with the reorganiWhen police tried to talk to the
The man told the nurses at
zation process and welcomes
suspect, he continued to make KVCH he sustained his inju~
suggestions by faculty.
"There are no secrets,"
Nelson said. "We are going to
reorganize ... it is not too late
to come up with a constructive proposal."
Nelson said he thinks the
and handle nearly every asreorganizing makes sense,
pect of the meetiilg, from
by Brandon G. Beams
and there are too many chairs
making the hotel reservations
Staff reporter
reporting to the dean as of
to preparing the conference's
now. Currently, Cummings
agenda.
A group of Central students
said there are 30 departments
The
group
administered
a
is in control of a $53,000 budi
reporting
to his office. With
budget
collected
through
get which will be used to host
.,
·the
proposed
decentralizaparticipation
fees,
Parkinson
the1993 Model United Nations
.::0 said.
tion, the number could be cut
Far West Conference April 15., The volunteers are respon- in
half.
18 at the Red Lion Inn in
f:.
Cummings
said the faculty
sible
for
operating
Far
West
c
Bellevue.
0
had four months to express
through April 15 and will not
Students from Central and 41
f!
concerns. But Hansen ar"O
participate as delegates.
other colleges will participate
c
gued they were limited to disCentral's
Political
Science
<
in the conference, the first time
cussion of only implementa~
Association is sending two
Central's Model U.N. groupwill
~
~
ti
on of the reotgani'.?ation.
delegations, portraying Finhost the assembly.
Cummings said the deadland,
and
the
Palestine
Lib"Central was one of the foundMike Rolcik, Ken Clark, Rebecca Middles, Heather
line
for a final plan dealing
eration
Organization.
ing schools on the West coast,
Parkinson and Maria Brazil prepare forModel U.N.
with restructuring is June
Maria Brazil, 22, political
when Model U.N. first formed
1994. Another concern by
Central students drafted a science major, a member of
here 43 years ago," said member nation. The representhe
Teacher's Union is collectatives
then
debate
a
number
the
coordinating
group,
said
bid
to
host
the
conference
in
Heather Parkinson, 21, polititive bargaining, an issue adcal science major an ct secretary of international issues in - a 1990 a12d presented it to the students benefit from the
dressed in an ad.
committee meeting.
executive board ·of the Model M.U.N. experience.
general of the conference
"It is a lot of political rheto"I
think
it
gives
you
a
better
Delegates
to
the
1993
conferU.N.
Far
West
Corporation.
It
of the United Nations.
ric,"
Cummings said, in reence
will
debate
over
a
dozen
perspective
on
other
cultures
notified
the
group
in
1991
they
Students may also attend response
to the ads. 'Tm tired
gional and national confer- international issues, ranging would host the 43rd confer- and other countries," she said.
of
seeing
political motivations
from
the
social
and
political
"And
I
think
it
gives
you
a
ence this year.
ences.
labeled,
where they are not
status
of
women
to
a
number
of
better
perspective
on
how
the
Several
students
volunteered
.Each group sends delegates,
deserved."
to coordinate the conference world works."
portraying an actual U .N. environmental concerns.
Collective bargaining would
allow faculty to choose an organization to represent them
and would require the ad- ministration to negotiate in
good-faith with that organization.
"I don't think we need col- lective bargaining," Nelson
said. "We have a faculty senate and a faculty code. The
faculty is represented on all
.
. Ju(y 1 · Ju(y 31, 1993
Sf :arch committees, they are
A
;
already deeply involved."
'Lbis session the state House
cf Representatives will consider a bill that would give
faculty decision-making
power on collective bargaining at each university.
The current status of Central
departments and psitions
r.-------------------~
would delay that decision for
I
I on~ year, Cummings sajd.
rn·;i i • ;.-·· · .\ IJITT ·~
I
I
"It is a volatile issue,"
;i:r __
Cummings said. "Give us
I
I
p' , j . '"'li"'""'ll'if, \' }.
11·
·:1
I
I time to get new personnel in
1
place before adding another
I
I issue
like this."
I
I
The
teacher's union is
.91.. summer ezyerienct wi.tfi language
cu{ture cfasses.
I
I against the one-year delay,
I
I and said it would leave Cen*~mestays
I
I tral behind.
"It would be a gross unfair~ursions
I
I ness
to the faculty to deny
*cri-YU Cretfit
~-------------------~ them the choice at a critical
time," Hansen said. "It would
Offia of International Programs
make them second class citizens to have to- wait while
Central 'Wasliington 'University
others (universities) got to
'Elkns6urg, 'Wjt 98926
~
HAIRDESIGN&BOD)'TANNING
choose."
(509) 963-3612

by Dan White

Central to host Model U. N. Conference
.
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Student ventures
from Persian Gulf
to rodeo queen
by Courtney Daisley
Staff reporter

. .llilii~.L->.<>

,

.

P-r De.arina Bridenback climbs aboard the Cunard Princess or the "Love Boat" as she calls,
during her tour of duty in Bahrain. Bridenback served time in Operation Desert Shield.

Deanna Bridenback speaks
softly and reflectively about
the Persian Gulf. A sophomore flight technology major,
Briden back is a veteran of the
Gulf War as well as
Ellensburg's 1993 Rodeo
Queen.
"It was so primitive there,"
Bridenback said. "We were in
the middle of the desert; we
took showers in little buckets.
We had to be able to pack our
equipment and go underground in seconds if we saw
anything flying overhead.
"Being over there really made
me appreciate America. We
should all be thankful that we
live here." she said.
Although Bridenback didn't
see any actual fighting, she
did did have some scary times.
"Once Saddam started the
Scud attacks, our company had
to go underground a lot," she
said.
"Our boots were set up like
fireman's boots-at the base of
our beds so we could just jump
into them. When the siren's
would go off we would jump
out of bed and try to pack our
M-16's with our gas masks on.
It was like trying to see out of
the bottom ofa glass with those
masks on our faces."
Bridenback said the worst
part was having to be in the
underground bunkers.
.
"We had to dig these huge
holes by hand and then dive in
there with 30- 40 other people.

"Being over there
really made me
appreciate
America."
-Deanna Bridenback
atamoment'snotice. The scare
factor is so great when your're
down there," she said.
"At one point, we were checking cargo and we heard this big
bang. We ran outside and saw
a Patriot and a Scud missile
blow up over our air space."
Bridenback stirs the hot
chocolate in her cup and gazes
out the window.
"I still have a piece of that
Scud," she said.
"There is not a day that goes by
that I am not thankful for
where I am. If I'm feeling like
the day is just terrible and I
can't stand anything, I think
about where I was two years
ago," Bridenback said.

See SPEAK/Pag·e 4

Colonel
speaks out
From MILITARY/Page 1
that were discriminatory and
eventually
revoked.
. ''When I first started in the
military, as a woman, you
t!ould not be married and in
the military," she said. "And
in 1968, you could not be a
woman in the military and
have dependents under 16.
"The military's regulations
were found without rational
basis," she said. "In the course
of my military career, I have
seen many changes take
place."
On July 15th, the House and
Senate Arms Committee will
hold impartial hearings on
the issue of gays in the military.
At this time, President
Clinton will have an opportunity to sign an executive
agreement recalling the ban
on gays in the military.
''The onlythingthatis asked
for is equal rights,"
Cammermeyer said. "Equal
rights to be. That's what this
is all about."
Cammermeyer currently
heads the Veteran's Administration Hospital's sleep and
seizure disorder clinic in
Tacoma.
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Dual role:
soldier
and rodeo
queen
From SPEAK/Page 3

Parents provide link to Central
by Michelle Miller
Staff reporter

Students who want to make
their voices heard in Olympia
have a secret weapon they
may not even realize- their
parents.
Central's Parents Association, currently in its fourth
year, gives parents an opportunity to become involved in
the university and lobby for
higher education.
But taking care of student
interests in Olympia is a small
part the Parents Association
plays.
The Parents Association was
created to provide a link between students, their parents

and the university, said Tim
Marker, special projects coordinator for community relations.
He said students may not
remember to tell theirparents
about important dates of activities and programs, and the
association allows the parents
to work these things out with
their kids.
"One thing I like is, it allows
parents to get an idea of
what's going on at the university where their children
go without having to ask,"
Marker said.
In addition, the Parents Association shows parents that
Central isn't just a schoolit's also a family, he said.
"It's notjust this place where

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BEADS
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Greatest selection in NW

4000DIFFERENTBEADS

you send your kid off to, it's a
friendly place," Marker said.
The association gives parents a place to call if they
have questions and gives
them a chance to meet other
parents with students at
Central.
. "It's a reassuring feeling to
feel as though you know
something about the university your student attends,"
said Sandy Carlson, chair of
the Parents Association.
Carlson, a Central alumnus,
has been the chair for two
years and has a son who is a
senior at Central.
"I joined the Parents Association because I like to be
involved and informed," she
said.
Carlson said parents have
power in Olympia because
they are recognized by legislators as the voters.
. "These parents are also the
constituents ofthe legislators,
and the legislators recognize

that," she said. "I think that's
where the power lies."
This year the Parents Association is writing letters and
making phone calls to legislators in support of increasing
Central's enrollment lid.
"We're soliciting members'
help in a letter-writing campaign to all legislators and
their staffs," Marker said.
"Mary Marcy of the
president's office is putting
the same information in different forms, and association
members will sign the letters
and forward them to Olympia," he said.
Carlson said parents and
students are the most effective
lobbyists for higher education.
She said parents who have
students at Central often do
more to get things done than
professional lobbyists can.
"I think that probably the
primary voice in the legislature is students, then possibly
parents," she said.
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"The littlest things you take
for granted were taken away
over there."
The day Bridenback left active duty, she became a member of the Army Reserves
1395th Terminal in Seattle.
Joining at an E-4 rank,
Bridenback was quickly promoted to an E-5 ranking (sergeant). Out of the eight-year
block Bridenback enlisted for,
she must spend three years
in active duty and five years
in the Reserves. Currently she
has served a year and a half
in the Reserves.
Bridenback's leap from war
veteran to rodeo queen began
last year.
The woman selected to reign
as Queen must demonstrate
excellent horsemanship
abilities, as well as poise and
speaking ability.
After deciding that she was
interested in the title of
queen, she began training
with her aunt's horse at the
Ellensburg Fairgrounds.
After submitting her application and resume, she met
with 15 board members in a
social mixer where the other
applicants were also present.
The actual contest took
place in two parts:
"The first part was at the
fairgrounds. We had to show
our skills on our horses in
particular areas. Forty percent of the contest was based
on our horsemanship skills,"
she said.
The second part, the
speeches, happened the following Saturday.
"We were given an impromptu question we had to
answer as well as speak on an
issue important to us. I ended
my speech with a poem that
was kind oflike a calendar - I
focused on events that happened to me over the past
year - including the Persian
Gulf."
Bridenback's future plans
include many things. As well
as being a member of the Reserves and rodeo queen, she
is also taking Army ROTC
classes as part of the Wildcat
Battalion.
"I wanted to see what's on
the other side of the fence,"
she said.

--~~~

March 12

Ballard Bitter
~ 6 pk $6.35 I

~
925-2467 c»_~
-- ,,,__corner of 8th St

~Button
~J~elers
119 EB 4th Ale.• 8lermrg

925-2400

JOB SEARCH
WORKSHOPS:
Interviewing:
Today from 4-5 p.m., in
Farrell 105.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
March 12
SIMMONS COMPANY will
be interviewing on campus
seeking sales represenatives.
Advertising, public relations,
retail management and
business administration
majors are encouraged to
attend.

CAREER FAIR:
MARCH22
Liberal Arts Career Fair in
Tacoma.
APRIL28
Central's Job Fair.
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From LIFE/Page 1
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very humiliating.
"I took my uniform off and
tookallmymilitarythingsand
hid them in a back closet,"
Cammermeyer said. "There
was such hurt, I just couldn't
deal with it."
But, she said the pain she
experienced was not brought
on by rejection from friends
and family. Instead, she said
the military took away her
dream.
Cammermeyer said she was
surprised by the support she
received from her friends.
"People kept calling, wishing
me luck," she said.
Cammermeyer said she felt
she had failed as a military
leader.
She was afraid of
offending others with her
presence, she said.
"The first person I met as I
snuckin the back door(ofwork)
was a Marine sergeant,"
Cammermeyer said.
"He looked me in the eye and
said 'Do you know what the
most important thingjs to a

Marine's weapon is most im- she said, adding that rarely do
portant~- sexual orientations affect how
"But he said, 'It's his buddy,' a soldier performs.
and 'You can be my buddy and "These are perpetuated prejusharemyfoxholeanytime,"' she dices that have maintained the
said. "And he gave me a hug regulations," she said. "This is
and we both wept."
another hurdle that needs to
be challenged and to be
changed.
"Ifwe don't stand up, then it
never will be," Cammermeyer
said.
Thecolonelsaidshefeelsthat,
although many consider what
she is doing courageous, it is
her responsibility.
"I feel that it's ... a moment in
time that! have been afforded,"
she said. "It_doesn't feel like a
courageous thing.
"I have been afforded an op-portunity. It's sort ofa responsibility that I have to articulate a personal struggle so
many of us have."
Cammermeyer said she deBut with the responsibility
cided to challenge the separa- · comes a fear of failure, she
tion decision because the said,andnotbeingabletoreach
regulation "didn't make sense, people "to perhaps help them
nor is it based on any rational open up their thinking."
behavior." Officers who had
To students struggling with
dedicated their lives to the their own sexual orientation,

need to get a feeling of personal centeredness."
She said it was the knowledge of not being alone in her
struggle that helped her.
"There are other people like
me who have normal lives, affirming that rm not wierd,"
she said.
Cammermeyer said the
struggle has been exhausting.
"There is really no private
time," she said. "I keep hoping
perhaps after the 15th of July,
this will all go away and this
will be a new world."
President Clinton will decide
on July 15th whether or not he
will sign an executive agreement allowing homosexuals to
serve in the military.
"Perhaps after that," she
said,"things will be better.
"IbelievesomuchinAmerica
and so much in the military,"
Cammermeyer said. "Theimportant thing is to persevere."
Cammermeyer said she
awaits the moment when she
can pull her uniform out of the
closet, dust it off, and begin
again to fulfill her dream.

SCHOOL DISTRICTS:
March 10
VANCOUVER SCHOOL
DISTRICT. Elementary/
secondary education
specialists. Group meeting
SUB 104, 9 a.m.
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March 11
ISSAQUAH SCHOOL
DISTRICT- Kindergarten
through grade eight. Special
education. Group meeting,
SUB 104, 10 a.m.
March 17
WENATCHEE SCHOOL
DISTRICT- Elementry and
Secondary Education.
Meeting rescheduled from
March 3. Group meeting in
SUB 204 9a.m.

MILITARY RECRUITING:
U.S. MARINE CORPS.,
Marine officer program at
· SUB information booth 10
a.m.-2 p.m.

SPRING RECRUITING
ACTIVITIES:
Pre-screening: Sherwin
William and Washington
State Department of Revenue.
Standard sign-up: Prudential Financial Services,
Zycon, Horace Mann, Enterprise Rent-A-Car, K-Mart,
1st Investors and Mariposa/
Savannah.

Central's Career Planning and Placement
Center is located in the
Manastash Modular,
behind Black Hall.
The CP&PC office has
a career library, campus
interview schedules, job
listings and career
counselors

UNFORTUNATE~

THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security bene6.ts may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversi6.ed investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit now ftvm ta:c tlefenwl. Cllll our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, ed. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it!M

F
19-3

CREF certi/wlie.r are Ji.rtrihuJeJ by TIAA-CREF /nJioi)U11/ anJ ln.rtitulwnal Smice.r. For tnQrt compute informaiwn, including charge.r anJ e;x:ptn.re.r, calL / 800-842-27JJ, e.rt. 8016
for a proJpectu.r. ReaJ the pro.tpectu.r carefully he/ore you in•est or JenJ nwney.
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OBSERVANCE
Be all that you can
be--just don't be gay!
This summer, President Bill Clinton has the opportunity to
uphold the constitutional rights ofa11 Americans by signing an
executive agreement to allow homosexuals to serve in the U.S.
military.
The overriding principle of this issue is the ability of Americans to exercise their constitutional rights which include life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
All Americans, regardless of their sexual orientation, have
therighttoservein the U.S. military. Homosexuals are no less
capable of defending our country in times of war than heterosexuals, and their patriotism should not be negated by outdated policies based on fear.
As a world superpower, the United States has fallen behind
in eliminating discrimination. Of twelve NATO countries,
only America and Great Britain preven~ homosexua1s from
serving in their armed forces.
It must acknowledge the basic human rights of all Americans, regardless of sexual orientation.
The ban on homosexuals discriminates against a group based
on sexual orientation, not ability. But it also sends a message
to Americans: the military is exempt from the _laws and
regulations other organizations must adhere to.
Margarethe Cammermeyer, a lesbian discharged from the
military, dedicated nearly 24 years of her life to defending the
citizens of the United States and their rights. She received
awards and honors for her military service.
Opponents to lifting the ban argue that homosexuals will
undermine the morale or integrity of military units. Instead,
it may force these opponents to recognize that being homosexual is a sexual orientation, not necessarily a behavior. The
military must begin to accept--not judge--the various aspects
of human nature.
These arguments against homosexuals in the military mirror
those presented decades ago as blacks and women fought for
their right to serve in the military. These groups successfully
reversed the discriminatory regulations. Lifting the ban on
homosexuals will be a final step in eliminating the military's
white male club.
The U.S. military faces a new challenge today, just as it did
in the past. Again it must choose basic human rights over
politics.
The process of change and improvement often meets with
resistance, just as a stone cannot become a jewel without
friction. The U.S. military must accept homosexuals, in order
to meet the challenges of the '90s.

0

LETTERS
Contract
•
rings
up
low costs
To the Editor:
The letter to the editor,Feb
18 issue, concerning the desire to have MCI long-distance
telephone service on a residence hall line deserves a response.
First, to clarify, access to alternate long-distance service
providers (required by FCC
regulation) is available from
any residence hall by dialing
the appropriate access code
( 10+222 for MCI) or by dialing
the special 800 number provided to MCI customers.
What the letter appears to be
asking, however, is ... Can I
have the university-provided
line in my room designated to
MCI service, thereby saving
costs associated with using my
MCI credit cards?
Such service designation is
available to off-campus residence customers of the tele-

phone company.
Unfortunately, the answer to
the above question is no, for
two good reasons: First, to provide the most orderly and lowcost student housing in a high
density, high turn-over environment, Housing Services
must operate the residence
halls somewhat comparable to
a large hotel, providing all required services either with its
own employees, or contracting
through outside vendors.
Secondly, telephone service is
provided as part of the student
residence hall agreement.
Nearly 1,800 lines are leased
on a long-term contract with
Ellensburg Telephone Company. The resulting cost savings are passed along to residents, in that they do not have
to pay installation charges of
approximately $40, plus service charges of $14.64 per
month, including tax.
Residents may use most telephone credit cards, including
the student calling card offered
by Ellensburg Telephone,
which bills cans at lower direct
distance dialed rates (another
savings).
Individuals, at some point,
may choose the autonomy of

living off-campus. At that time
they may establish telephone
service in their own name, and
designate the long-distance
carrier of their choice.
We believe, however that if
individuals consider the costs,
they would find the present
residence hall long-distance
services' options are the most
cost-effective.
-~ ,
Jim Hollister,
director of Housing Services
Bill Tusken,
telecommunication manager
.~{:}~{:}::::::-::
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First Amendment protects insensitive speech
by Iris F. Molotsky

The question about campus
speech codes has been hotly
debated for the past few years.
Because of several court decisions striking down speech
codes, it might seem that the
issue has been resolved.
A committee of the American
Association of University Professors concluded that speech
codes are not the answer to
offensive speech.
In its statement the committee declared, "Onacampusthat
is free and open, no idea can be
banned or forbidden. No viewpoint or message may be
deemed so hateful or disturbing that it may not be expressed."
The committee reached its
conclusion based on an immutable conviction that freedom

of thought is essential in institutions of higher learning.
Several years ago, when
Stanford University was considering adoption of a speech
code, Gerald Gunther, a
prominent constitutional law
professorattheuniversity, was
among its most critical opponents. Pointing out that efforts
to restrict offensive and racist
speech is not a new problem,
Gunther turned to Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes and his
defense of the First Amendment.
Holmes wrote,"If there is any
principle of the Constitution
that more imperatively calls
for attachment than any other
it is the principle of free
thought-not free thought for
those who agree with us, but
freedom for the t~ought that
we hate."

But, having embraced the
argument that-.t he answer to
offensive speech is opposing
speech, where does that leave
us in the increasingly diversified, divisive world of today's
college and universities?
Most First Amendment defenders are not insensitive,
racist louts, indifferent to the
pain and destruction caused
by hateful speech.
They understand and generally support the programs and
activities that promote diversity and change on campus.
However, having encouraged
these changes, can the academic community then condone a hostile environment for
them on campus, even in the
name of the revered First
Amendment?
The answer, of course, is a
resounding no. ·

The need for a tolerant and
encouraging atmosphere for all
students must be considered
alongside the need for free
speech.
Colleges and universities
must actively build a campus
environment that allows students and faculty to function
free from fear of harassment
and sexual and racial discrimination.
Colleges and universities have
the obligation to deter offensive or intolerant speech or
conduct. · One way this can be
done is through courses designed to increase student understanding.
Secondly, incidents of intolerance should be immediately
condemned and challenged by
administrators and governing
boards.
Faculty must make it very

clear to their students that
they will not tolerate incivility, harassment, or intolerance.
And they must teach by example, making their classrooms models of humane and
sensitive behavior.
Many people support speech
codes because they offer tangible sanctions for intolerable
behavior.
In response, I argue that the
strong condemnation of the
academic community, though
not enforceable by law, is a
very powerful sanction.If a
university does not tolerate
hateful speech, those who engage in it will never be more
than marginal.
Iris Mofotsk}J is tfit airector
ofpu6{ic injqnnation for tlit

D
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Administration amplifies faculty frustration

Russ Hansen
vice president
Central Washington .
University's Federation of
Teachers and law and
justice professor

This past week has certainly
been a typically irksome one
for the present period on campus. Three things happened.
First, I received a call from
an administrator who was
irate that the union on campus
had dared to publicize and
endorse a letter that contained
a unanimously-passed Fae,. -ulty Senate resolution calling
for a halt to the Dean of the
College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences' reorganization plan
so that the Senate and
Central's faculty can properly
review such proposals.
Second, I opened the Ellensburg Daily Record to find an
article containing comments
by an anguished chair of the
Faculty Senate who was "getting a lot of flack" from "the
administration" because his
letter was quoted in the union
ad.
Third, I was saddened to see
in my mailbox in the department of sociology, acopy~fan

intimidating letter from another administrator to the chair
of the Faculty Senate which
was the most out of control
outburst I have seen from an
administrator (an administrator whom I have in fact always
respected) in 24 years as a
university professor.
The letter contained many
"inflammatory" words such as
"sue " "squat " "butt " "whim'
'
per,"' "Senateers,"
"whimpering," "tar," "loathsome," "suspicion-mongering," "idio,t"
"clots," "analsadistics,"· in its
effort to speak insultingly
about the Faculty Senate and
the Central Washington University Federation of Teachers, two very separate bodies
on this campus.
We are now at a point where
the best way to expose administrative dominance on campus to fresh air seems to be
throughThe Observer on campus and The Daily Record
downtown, both of which almost everyone in the campus
community reads.
Civility and con:fidenti~lity
are always the luxuries and
the allies of those in charge.
I am getting tired ofremaining politely quiet.
The administrator, referred
to above, called me and said fa
his agitated phone call, "The
union ad hurts the university."
I hadn't read the ad yet, but I
have since done so, and my
question to the administration
is: Do you know there ar~
many people who feel the reorganization itself, the inexo-

rableness and hastiness of
which seem to be quite opposed
by the Faculty Senate, "hurts
the university?"
And for that matter, unilateral and hasty disregard of
the Faculty Code in the matter ofprofessional leave "hurts
the university!"
In the case of my own department, the department of law
and justice, we have made tremendous progress during the
last two years in terms of our
faculty's scholarly productivity, in the area of application
for grants, in terms of serving
students and building the respect for and popularity of our
program among them (we are
the third or fourth largest department on campus by measure of enrollment majors),
and, finally, in the area of departmental assessment (our
chairs and faculty just spent
over a year restructuring our
curriculum and program requirements to make the academically stronger and much
more relevant to our students'
needs).
The administrative response
in the current climate seems
to be, in effect: "I know, let's
put a cap on this too-successful program's enrollment, decommission it as a department
and merge it with another department. That'll teach them
a lesson about success."
Now, I do not mean to say
that LAJ' s case is necessarily
the worst among departments.
Under reorganization the
academically invaluable de-

suggested. It is new only to
the corporate media and to
the legions of pop-culture
driven MTV loathes.
The article went on to mention the movie "Singles," a
sell-out flick, and Nirvana and
Pearl Jam, two sell-out bands;
but make no mention ofGre_en
River,Mudhoney,orTad. Any
discussion of "g--" that fails
to address Mudhoneymust be
taken with a grain of salt.
Also, I wanted to comment
on the buzz words "alternative
music." Erroneously, the article stated that a "new sound
was born called alternative
music." Alternative music is
not a sound at all, but many
sounds that have been around
for a long time.
By its self-evident definition,
alternative is something not
the norm, something outside

themainstream.Nils
Bernstein, of The Rocket, Dec.
19~ 1990, jestingly called classical music "alternative" because it didn't fit fa with the
dominant trends in American
musical pop-culture.
So, I amment that reggae is
alternative, as is industrial,
and so too, is my album ofScottish bagpipe marches- which
my roommate despises.
The best way for me to sumup the whole Seattle thing,
music thing, and fashion thing,
is to use the recent lyrics of
Mudhoney's Mark Arm: "Everybody loves us/Everybody
loves our town, That's why I'm
thinking of leaving it/Don't
believe in it now/ It's so overblown."

partments of political science,
philosophy, history, physics
and geography, to name a few,
are in perilous positions.
The psychology department's
primate research facility appears not to be receiving the
strong administrative support
its past phenomenal success
would warrant.
I have witnessed the department of music come under unconscionable, unjustified public questioning by the administration.
I have not had time to check
to see which other departments or programs, in CLAS
or in other divisions of the
university, are in peril.
And what is the reason for all
of the de-departmentalizing
and recombining, when the
structure did not seem to be
broken in the first place?
Financial savings? We are
told no. More top-down administrative control? Maybe.
In the Feb. 18 Observer an
explanation from the administration was that reorganization will make, "stronger
department chairs with more
autonomy." What faculty
member wants a department
chair with more autonomy?
In the interest of shared governance a faculty member
wants a chair who is approachable and whose power
is reasonably limited and
smaller, not larger, departments seem to be quite compatible with such a chair.
Try as I may, the only certain
reason that I can ascertain for

merging existing departments
is that, ultimately, someone
says that is shall be so.
_
No, despite the aforementioned administrators' worries,
a faculty union is the only body
which can stand up to administrative fiat without being intimidated (althoughthe faculty
Senate, in which I am a senator so long as my department
remains a department, is a
proud and effective body which
can be ignored by the administration only at its own risk).
When collective bargaining
comes to the university, unaccountable administrative control will come to a very sudden
halt.
As I say this I am backed up
by over a million dollars of
union professional liability insurance as well as the formidable defense resources of the
local CWUFT the Washington
Federation of Teachers.
We are, after all, the only organization on campus which in
years past meaningfully defended, i.e. with money arid
legal representation, professors Refai, Stastny, Ware and
Thomas, and provided consultation and advice to numerous
other faculty members, including the professors who faced
termination while teaching at
Hebeler School.
We are also an organization
which will not allow a dean or
anyone el_se tospeakinsultingly
about the union, or any other
organization trying to represent faculty or staff interests,
without receiving a reponse.

-L etters
Teen spirit
not new to
Northwest
To the Editor:
~t

That meaningless wordnow all the rage- keeps
ringinginmyear like a broken
record. "grunge," it hurts me
now to even write it. Last
week's article pricked at me
like hundreds oflittleneedles,
so I needed to comment.
The article belittled the
uniqueness of what's hap- pened in Seattle over the last
10 years because it was
oblivious to the fact that the
music and the "fashion"whatever that is- are not a
"recent rage" as the article

Plasma ·
Donations

Needed!

Ean1

up to $145

for l 0 Donations.
New Donor Receives $5 Bonus On First Donation.
Expanded hours to serve you better.
Mon - Thur 8 to 8, Fri - 8 to 5, Sat - Sun - 8 to 4

™EAAPCllQb~·

Adam Fyall
junior, geography major

26 S. 2nd St., Yakima

457-7878

SVP • Super l • KQBE Food Fair
March 5 & 6 at Super 1 Foods from 10 AM to 6 PM
• Live remote on KQBE Saturday from 10 AM to 2 PM
•Velcro wall Saturday 11 AM to 3 PM- 3 jumps for $2FD DDS
Prizes given every hour
• Celebrity vendors both days
PAPER OR PLASTIC?
• 30 tables of free samples

WE SET THE STANDARD!

Now you can pay by cash, check, debit or
credit card. The choice is yours when you
shop Suter 1 Foods .

On the corner of Main & Mountainview, 962-7770 Pharmacy 962-7777
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EIGHT DAYS A WEEK
Thursday
March4
Friday
March 5
Saturday
March6
Sunday
March 7
Monday
March8
Tuesday
March 9
Wednesday
March 10
Thursday
March 11

•Workshop: "How to get What You Want
When You Want It," SUB 204-205, 9-11
a.m.
•Lecture-Luncheon, Catherine Sands,
"The Bone-Apart Lecture: Forensic
Anthropology," Giovanni's 11:45 a.m.
• Wrestling-NAIA Nationals at Butte, Mont.
•Jazz Nite, 8 p.m., Hertz Hall

•Opera: "Gianni Schicchi," and "The
Impresario," McConnell Auditorium, 8
p.m. $12, $9 students/seniors.
•All campus prayer meeting, 7 p.m., SUB
cafeteria
•Gerontology Society, SUB 107, 8 p.m.

•CPTs Intermediate assessment, Hebeler
. Hall 203, 3-5 p.m.
•Job Search Workshop: ''Interviewing,"
Farrell Hall 105, 4 p.m.
•President's Advisory Council, Bouillon
Hall 3 p.m.
•Indoor Track and Field-NAIA nationals at • Orchesis dance theatre winter studio
show, 8 p.m., Nicholson Pavilion.
Kansas City, Mo.

•Open Gym, Nicholson Pavilion, 5 p.m.midnight.
•Softball-at Western, 2:30 p.m.
•Outdoor Track and Field-Whitman Invitational
•Classic. Film Series: ''Two Women,"
McConnell Auditorium, 7 p.m., $2.50

•Opera: "Gianni Schicchi," and "The
Impresario," McConnell Auditorium, 8
p.m. $12, $9 students/seniors.
• Orchesis dance theatre winter studio
show, 8 p.m., Nicholson Pavilion.
•The Socratic Club, Four Winds Bookstore,
4th and Pine, 3 p.m.
•Brass choir concert, 3 p.m., Hertz Hall
•Alcoholics Anonymous, noon, SUB 213.
•International women's panel, noon,
SUB pit

•Essay assessment test, Bouillon Hall 108,
3-4 p.m.
•Orchestra concert, 8 p.m., Hertz Hall
•Orchestra festival, 8 a.m.-4 p.m., Hertz
Hall

•Men's basketball-District I playoffs, 7:30
p.m., at Puget Sound
•Men's tennis-at WSU Club, 6 p.m.
•Women's tennis-at WSU JV, 2:30 p.m.
• Catholic Campus Ministry, Sunday
Mass, 7 p.m., Grupe Center.
•Softball-at PLU, 2 p.m.
•Alpha Kappa Psi, SUB 104, 7 p.m.
• SHRM meeting, 6 p.m., SUB Rm. 204/
205

•Oasis, 1307 E. Third, 7 p.m.

•Discussion group on different aspects of
the life of Christ, noon, SUB Yakima Room.

•Chamber choir concert, 8 p.m., Hertz Hall
•Alpha Epsilon Rho, 5 p.m., Bouillon 234

•''The quilt in story and song," Joyce S.
Steward, 3 p.m., Hal Holmes Center

•"Quilters," Tower Theatre, 8 p.m.
•Wind ensemble, 8 p.m., Hertz Hall

• CPTs Intermediate assessment, Hebeler
Hall 203, 3-5 p.m.

•Men's basketball-at Washington, noon
•JV softball-at Spokane Falls, 2 p.m.

Spring Stampede signups
Spring Stampede 1993, sponsored by the American Cancer
Society, signups will be Mar. 10, 7 p.m., at Barto and Mar. 31,
7 p.m., at Muzzall.
·

Ellensburg

Playoff game tickets

925-6941
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urgent.
But to help them, we need your help.
Every dollar counts. Please send your contribution to: American
Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund, Box 37243, Washington, DC 20013.

+1•800•453•9000.

Or call toll free:

1
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playoff game are .on sale this week at
Mitchell Hall on the CWU campus.
The tickets are $5 for adults and $2 for
students and senior citizens. Season
passes are not honored for the playoff
game .
If the CWU wins Saturday, tickets for
next Wednesday's championship game
will go on sale Monday morning.

Every dollar you

Loaded with ~-Bacon, ground beef, mozzarella and cheddar cheeses.
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Tickets for this Saturday's Central

'W' Washington Universitymen's basketball
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SCENE
Forum brings the Somalian situation home to Central
Panel discusses the past, present and future
problems of the East African country
by LaRon Berreth
Staff reporter

parts, and you cannot just fix
one of them," he said.
Bicchieri said all of the problems in Somalia need to be tied
together in order to work.
Chris Cassidy, one of the
speakers, told the audience
about his job and what it involves beingin the Peace Corps
and the United Nations in Somalia.
_
"I am a development specialist," he said, "and it is my job to
get these people on their feet."
He said this is not a shortterm problem which can be

Central students and faculty
members learned more about
the Somalian crisis and why
the United States is involved
from five speakers in the Mary
Grupe Conference Center last
Thursday.
Paul LeRoy, a Central history professor and writer of
many Somalian articles, gave
some descriptive history about
the country.
Somalia's history involves
turmoil, lack of leadership,
confusion, and undecided
are too
state boundaries, LeRoy said. "There
Somalia is different from the many broken parts,
United States because the and you cannot just
people endure droughts, floods,
famine and terrorist attacks, fix one of them."
as well as live in rough terrain,
-Marco Bicchieri
he said.
Marco Bicchieri, a Central
anthropologist, was born in easily fixed. He raised quesKenya and grew up in similar tions about what the U.S.'s involvement is in Somalia.
surroundings as Somalia.
"What is our long-term develHe related his experiences
opment strategy in the counwith the current situation.
"What do you do about cri- try?" Cassidy asked.
"Are we looking down the road
sis?" Bicchieri asked.
He said the country needs to at one, five or 10 years fro~
make sense of the facts and try now?" he asked.
to contain the current crisis.
Two unexpected speakers,
"There are too many broken Captain Fred Girbert ofthe 8th

Debbie Reynolds I The Observer
C~ntral history professor Paul Leroy, an author of many articles on Somalia, was one of five
speakers who recently participated in a forum discussing the current instability in the country.

Airlift Squadron and Captain
Steve Haswell of the 62nd
Combat Control Squadron,
arrived from McChord Air
Force Base to update the audience on what the UnitedStates
is doing in Somalia.
'We look upon it purely as a
humanitarian
mission"
Girbert said, but it has become a ''bigger operation than
what everyone thought."

With 1,000 crew members and
close to 50 airplanes, the Air
Force flies for 20 hours a day
carrying food from Cairo, Egypt
to Somalia.
Captain Haslow provided the
audience with a military video
briefing that showed the United
States' troops in action.
"The service we were providing was to supply the people
with food," Haslow said.

However, "It is incredibly
dangerous out there," Cassidy
said.
"While our troops hand- out
food to the people of Somalia,
they have to watch out for terrorists firing pot shots at
them."
Therefore, he said the situation in Somalia will not likely
change soon despite the efforts
being made there.

Use of cadavers livens up human anatomy class
She said all the hands-on experience gives the students a
better grasp on the inner workings of the human body when
the work is performed on an
Insight into the human body actual body.
The dissection of the bodies is
with hands-on experience is not
a challenge for students in the performed in the fall by
physical education depart-- graduate students, while the
ment, since gaining the use of observation and probing is done
by undergraduates in subsecadavers.
Professor Deloris Johns is a quent quarters.
teacher of the body's inner
Johns said undergraduates
workings and functions. In her are limited to learning solely
Anatomy I class, the emphasis about the muscles and the acis based on viewing structures tions among the nervous system
of the inner body. These in- and the arteries and don't do
clude nerves, muscles and ar- any real dissecting.
tery systems throughout the
"Doctors will come in and use
the cadavers to broaden their
entire body.
"It is one thing to view the knowledge also," said Johns.
systems of the body in dia- "They work with live bodies
grams," said Johns. "But it is everyday, so this exploration of
another thing to be able to see the cada\ ers allows them to
them in the body themselves. see things in a different light."
Johns explains the benefits of
It's much more beneficial."
This is not a class for people using cadavers as a supplement
with weak stomachs by any to the lecture.
means. The majority of the lab
"To actually see a muscle as it
work is performed on actual is attached to actual parts and
human cadavers.
how they cross joints gives (the
The bodies come from the students) a better grasp," said
University of Washington Johns.
Medical School. Cadavers are
In the labs, she said students
supplied to Central by indi- feel the muscles, pull on them
viduals who have donated their to see what they do and are
prepared so they can identify
bodies to science.
''The use of the cadavers is a the muscles and their actual
part of the course," said Johns. functions. No real experiments
Tracie Brantley I The Observer
"The course is required for are performed on the bodies,
physical education majors to just probing and observation,
Abra-cadaver! Central physical education and anatomy pro- give them more knowledge and Johns said.
fessor Deloris Johns poses with one of her teaching aids, a a better background of the
"It's just access for students
human cadaver, which studentsstudy In her Anatomy I class. human body."
so they can learn structures in
by Mark R. Temple
Staff reporter

a body that was once alive itself," Johns said.
There are very few students
who cannot handle the class,
she added.
"Only one student has fainted
on the first day," said Johns.
"The rest just get over their
apprehension and move on
with the task at hand."
Central tries to rotate the
bodies every two years.
"They get a little worn out
over time," said Johns.
The bodies are kept in an air
conditioned room in the physical education department.
Johns said preservation is
rarely a problem if the room is
kept at a cooler temperature.
"The bodies are kept somewhat fresh by the use of a wetting solution that is put on
them to keep them moist," said
Johns.
The solution is a formaldehyde-type preservative that
keeps the bodies from smelling
"too bad."
"It isn't a putrid-type odor,"
said Johns. "It isn't a rottingtype odor either, but they do
have their own distinct smell."
Johns said that it is an odor
you have to experience to understand and one you get used
to over time.
The use of the cadavers here
on campus is a privilege, Johns
said.

See CADAVER I Page 12
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Renters beware!
by LaRon Berreth
Staff reporter

Voting in March?

Living off campus is an exciting part of being a college student. However, not every
landlord you meet will be honest and abide by the law. That
is why you need to know your
rights as a tenant.
•The landlord has no more
than 24 hours to fix the problem which could deprive you of
hot or cold water, heat, or
electricity, or anything which
is hazardous to your health.
•The landlord has 72 hours to
fix problems with refrigerators,
ranges and ovens, or a major
plumbing fixture which is supplied by them.
•The landlord has 10 days to
fix anything else that needs
replacement or repair.
However, the landlord may
delay the time allocated if the
repairing circumstances are
out of his or her control.
•You have rights regarding
sex, race, disability, nationality, etc. discrimination.
•The landlord must return
your damage deposit; within 14
days after you move out. If he
continues to hold it, he must
explain why and then return it
within 14 days thereafter. You
are entitled to at least the full
amount.
•Your landlord is responsible
for exterminating rodents or
insects, even after you have
recently moved in. Be sure to
check your lease or rental
agreements, because this does
not apply to single family ar-

1

eas.
•Landlords cannot lock you
out of your home, even if you .
did not pay the rent; it is against
the law and landlords can be
punished. Landlords have five
other ways of evicting renters:
Ifyou are late paying the rent,
your landlord has three days to
notify you. Once those days
are over, you either pay up or
move out.
You can be evicted if you are
destroying the property, running an illegal business or becoming a nuisance. In this
case, you have to move out
within three days.
If you violate the rental or
lease agreement, you can be
evicted. The landlord must give
you a 10 day notice. For example, if animals are against
the contract's rules, you can
get rid of the dog and stay. If
you do not, you must leave.
If you rent on a month to
month basis, you can be evicted
atany_timeforno reason. This
is a loose rental agreement in
which case there is no signed
lease agreement.
You will be evicted for abusing drugs while on the owner's
property. This also requires a
three-day eviction notice, but a
court hearing will also follow.
If the landlord can prove there
was an abuse of drugs, the local police can force the tenant
to move out.
•Landlords cannot raise the

See TENANT I Page 12

YES!
Thursday, March 11

Special Election
on
constitutional changes
proposed by
ASCWU BOD.
Let your voice be heard by

VOTING
at

H~lmes

Dining Hall, Tunstall Commons
or in the SUB.

March 11th
atthe

HORSESHOE
From3to7PM

The Wizard of Abbs

• Correction for ASCWU Ad on 2-26-93, The Political Science Organization
was inadvertently omitted.
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Pocketful of Posies • • •
0
0

by Kristy Ojala
Staff reporter

It's another nose hair-freezing night in Ellensburg, and
the rather worn-out members
of a Seattle band are trudging
up Main Street on their way to
dinner before a show at The
Arcade. After nearly a week's
worth of non-stop shows in four
states, the last thing one should
expect this rock band to be is
gracious.
The Posies, however, don't
even bother giving lip-service
to their complaints. Ifanything,
the three out of four members
(drummer Mike Musburger
stayed behind at Rodeo
Records) present at the interview have received a much
neededjump-startfrom the influx of concert dates, along with
the culmination of their longawaited third album.
''There are a lot worse jobs
we could have than playing on
a stage every night," says Jon
Auer, the black-haired co-vocalist/guitarist. "Just after doing like nine shows, we're actually back in musical shape
again. Before it was always
stop-start, but now I'd like to
keep going."
Ken Stringfellow, who shares
singing and guitar duties with
Auer, agrees. "In recent times,
the amount of performances
where I'm not into the idea are

0
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Castro/
Oil Change

$1995
Most cars & light trucks.

Castrol Free Sports Radio Offer Coupon
·otter valid on Castro! oil changes between March 1st and March 21st. 1993.

•To receive your Castrol Free Sports Radio:
1) Fill out this Official Rebate Coupon with your name, address, zip code.
(Copies or facslmilles will not be accepted).
2) Attach the receipt {copies or facslmllles will not be accepted) for your
Castro! oil change. Receipt must be dated between the dates shown above.I
3) Mail the entire ad which includes this coupon and dealer receipt to:
Castrol Sports Radio Offer- P.O. Box 1951 - Young America, MN 55594-1951
4) Rebate request must be postmarked no later than January 15, 1994.
• Void where prohibited. Limited to 1 sports radio per Castrol oil change.
Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.
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I ~~
State

.-..

Mon.·Fri. 8:00-5:30
Sat. 9:00 • 4:00

1102 Canyon Rd.
(Next to Les Schwab)
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last summer's Endfest concert
in front of tens of thousands,
SPIN magazine hastily labeled
the band as, "Seattle's answer
to Teenage Fan Club."
Members shrug offthe whole
Jet City bandwagon phenomenon and its aftermath as inconsequential, instead burying
themselves in the process of
constructing their unique
sound. Auer turns to the eccenCl)
.c
tric, smirking Stringfellow and
a.
E
innocently asks him, "Did you
C>
0
bring
the flannel tonight?"
0
.c
"Yes, honey," is his June
a.
C> I
Cleaver-toned response.
·=.0s
"Dear 23," the first recording
·;:
after
the band's major label
c0 signing,
doesn't seem to favor
~ as well in the band's reflecCll
tions. Surprisingly, Auer feels
u:::
Cl)
more of an attachment to the
>
.
~
~ first Posies album, 1987's
Ken Stringfellow, a co-lead singer of the Posies (far right), "raps" with hooded members of
"Failure," recorded with
The Best Kissers in the World following the concert at the Arcade this past Saturday night.
Stringfellow on weekends
when the duo attended high
much less frequent (than be- many Central students, ac- company.
fore)."
knowledge that the making of
The album is the band's sec- school in Bellingham.
"It just has a charm to it that
Together for over five years, "Frosting on the Beater"- ond on a major label, and one
the band has a good-natured, slated for an Apr. 27 release-- its members believe is much 'Dear 23' doesn't," he said. "Ken
harmonious sound that at- was a trying time. Originally stronger than their last. Three- and I did the whole record in 85
tracts fans of all ages. Its songs due out last September, the fourths of its songs are from hours-we wrote all the vocals
swing through the emotional production progress was halted the Seattle recordings with to side one in five hours, and
side two in six hours.
spectrum from porch swing by what Auer dubs "problemas producer Don Fleming.
"Then we'd go upstairs and
peacefulness,"Apology" to muy grandes."
"Actually, ... the suggestions
have
dinner with my folks.
taunting rockers, "Golden
Dave Fox, a former roadie, thatweretakenfromtherecord
With
'Dear
23' ... we spent all
Blunders," consistently fronted filled the bass position left va- company proved to be very inthis
money
and
time; we didn't
by clear, exceptionally erudite cant by Rick Roberts, eliminat- telligent," Stringfellow says,
know
what
we
were getting
lyrics.
ing one glitch. After three re- "and it's fortunate that we
ourselves
into.
It
was kind of
The Posies, who seem to be a cording sessions in both Se- heeded them."
dumb."
favorite local band among attle and New York, constant
Most Posies songs deal with
Initial learning experiences
songwriting and sometimes a common subject-relationaside,
the band members seem
faulty communication with the ships-which may be part of
band's label, DGC (Nirvana, the reason critics and listeners
oO 0 .
Oo
Guns n' Roses), the discour- have been slow to separate
See POSIES I Page 12
aged Posies began seeking the group from the mainO(J
1suggestions from the record stream. After a performance at oo 0 o
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO TIE TOP.
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can still catch up to your classmates by attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid six-week swnmer course in leadership
training. By the time you graduate from college, you'll have the
credentials of an Anny officer.You'll also have the confidence and
discipline it takes to succeed in college and beyond.
Find out more. Contact Major Brogren at Peterson Hall, Room
202, or call 963-3518.
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Posies rock
antiques
at Arcade

Spotlighting Central stars
rappin'and rockin' in sync ~
by Thuy Luu
Staff
reporter
.c

•~

From POSIES I Page 11
appy to be packing up again,
shoving their equipment into a
an and a U-Haul dusty from
miles of driving. They're goodnatured on stage, like later at
he Arcade when Stringfellow
set up a post-show haircut with
two female fans, while Fox casually smoked a pipe during
one song. Well-received by a
crowd mostly composed of intent college and high school
students, the Posies return after a set of mostly new tracks
to play a trio of older favorites.
The soft-spoken Auer hopes
to eventually tour Europe, as
well as put out an eight-song
extended play album or CD of
Posies' songs left over from recording sessions.
"(It wouldn't be) like an
'Incesticide' thing, either," he
said. "There'd be some really
good stuff on there ... some B-
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Science gives
renewed life
to dead bodies
From CADAVER I Page 9
----------- ~

Columbia Ski Parka
arid
One Piece Suits

50 %

~

Ken Stringfellow of the Posies belts out a song during their
recent concert at the Arcade which over 200 people attended.
sides and fully fleshed-out hiatus, when he helped several
songs that are just sitting promising Puget Sound bands
around."
in the studio, including Pond,
Earlierintheevening,Mark Gnome, TAD and tonight's
Pickerel, ex-drummer for the opening band, Best Kissers in
Screaming Trees and now a the World.
member of Truly, delivered a
Auer is viewed by many as
demo tape to Auer that he and one of Seattle's best young prothe Posies singer had previ- ducers, but these ambitions
ously recorded together. It is may be put on the back burner
just one of many projects Auer as the Posies plunge back into
began during his band's semi- touring and playing.

It's back! The Central lyp
sync tradition returns tomorrow after four years of hibernation.
Tom Dylan, 24, senior, organized the lyp sync this year as
a part of a practicum for his
leisure services major and in
correlation with the Drug
Abuse Program Prevention
and Referral.
"I'm graduating spring and I
wanted to see it started again
as a yearly event," Dylan said.
Performers compete for
$1,000 in prizes and receive
tour shirts for participating.
All proceeds from ticket sales
go to D.A.P.P.E.R.
The acts range from pop rock
to rap and many students have
done a lyp sync before.
Curt Bartkowski, 19, a
freshman music major, imi-

tates Aretha Franklin in a
tight dress and highheels,
while lyp syncing to, "How I
Got Over."
Meagin Rickard, 21, a senior Spanish major, lyp syncs
to Annie Lennox's song,
"Why." Rickard said she performed lyp sync acts in high
school and added that it's a
way to express herself.
"The main reason why I'm
doing it is that I know I'll
have fun doing it," she said.
Another act has Erin
Anderson 21, ajunior special
education and elementary
education major, and Cathy
Wells, 18, a freshman pharmacy major, performing
Kriss Kross' rap song "Jump
Jump."
"It'll be a lot of fun," Wells
said.
These competitors join several other acts tomorrow at
7:30 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium.

Raichle Boots
(Men and Women)

50 % OFF Retail
Less than 3 Dozen pairs left

OFF Retail

"Families sign papers that
allow the bodies to be µsed by
different universities and the
abuse of that privilege could
lose valuable resources for
study," she said.
"We need to be respectful of ~
(the bodies)," said Johns. "The
students have their usual
amount of kidding during lab
time, but none of it is derogatory or disrespectful."
· The bodies are shipped back
to the University of Washing- ·
ton when it is time to rotate
them, and then they are cremated or released to their
families.
"If given to family, they will
do with it what they want, but
they are all given an appropriate funeral," Johns said.
She said exploring the body
in the anatomy lab gives the
students a much better perspective into the inner workings of the body.
"Physical education majors
are learningto deal with people,
how the body moves and what
makes it efficient," said Johns.
"This course is a perfect
supplement for them to learn
about the body with hands-on
experience."
1

•

Ski Tune and Wax

$8.00

Kno-w your
·rental rights

Jarvinen X-Cty
Package
· Limited Sizes

From TENANT I Page 10 .

~~~·~~
$118.95
ri,"!J Now
STRETCH PANTS
MEN'S & WOMEN'S

112· OFF Retail

rootWa~a~Moon~acth~

SOFTBALL SHOES
sizes 7, 7112, 8, 11, 11112, 12, 13

$8.00 a
2 for
pair or $15.00

been signed. Ifyou are renting
on a month to month basis, the
landlord can raise the rent
when he or she wants to.
However, you must be notified
at least 30 days in advance. \
•Check your lease or rental
agreement to be sure that the
landlord is complying with the
agreement. Also, read the
Landlord Tenant Act. Your
public library, city, state, and
federal offices will have this
informa~ion for you ~o read.
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SPORTS
'Cats win two, capture title
NAIA District I
Final standings

by Jason Goldner
Staff reporter

Central ended its regular
season winning its 11th
straight game Saturday over
Western Washington University 84-77, at Sam Carver
Gymnasium in Bellingham.
The 13th-ranked Wildcats
(10-2, 26-6) kept the game close
through the opening 10 minutes of the first half until Ryan
Pepper broke a 16-13 Central
deficit with one of his three
first-half three pointers.
Jason Pepper followed with a
field goal giving Central the
lead for the rest of the game.
Central lead 18-16 under the
10-minute mark, then proceeded to outscore Western 2611.
Central led 44-27 at halftime.
Heath Dolven hit four of six
from three-point range and
finished the first half with 12
points.
,
The Vikings(6-6, 16-12)made
an 11-2 run with seven minutes
remaining in the game bringing Western to within nine
points at 62-53.
Central's 17-point half-time
lead proved to be too much for
the rallying Vikings in the
second half.
Both teams traded fouls
keeping the Wildcats on top
finishing with an 84- 77 victory.
R. Pepper led Central scorers
with 17 points hitting six of 10
from the field.
· Dolven and Otto Pijpker both
finished with 16 points, each
scoring 12 in the first half.
Pijpker shot a perfect 10-10
from the foul line and led all
players with eight rebounds.
J. Pepper also finished in
double figures with 15 points.
Western forward Joel
Duchesne led all scorers with

League Overall
WLWL
Central
10 2 26 6
Puget Sound 8 '4 17 11
Western
6 6 ·16 12
Simon Fraser 6 6 16 15
St. Martin's
5 7 14 16
L.C. State
5 7 14 16
Seattle
1 9 6 24
S. Jackson
1 11 5 21
Top 6 teams in playoffs
18 points.
Former-Wildcat Jay Shinnick
ended with 10 points, and led
Western with six assists·, three
steals and three blocked shots.
Central forward Shawn
Frank said in a post-game interview that he expects the
team to be completely ready by
Saturday for the semifinal
game.
"We're mentally drained, but
we've got a week to prepare for
Saturday's game, so we should
come out ready to play," Frank
said.
He said although the team
players all contributed to
Central's first-place finish, the
one man behind it all was head
coach Gil Coleman.
"I'm happy for Gil; he's worked
real hard," Frank said. "He
dedicates everything to the
. program and he deserves ~II
the praise. n
University of Puget Sound (84, 17-11) lost its final three
games of the season, including
Mike Spence I The Observer
last Thursday's 69-65 home loss
Central's Jason Pepper gets rejected by former Wiidcat Jay Shinnick In action against
to Central.
The loss gave Central the first- Western Saturday. The Wildcats play at home Saturday In District I semi-final action.
place position in the NAIA Dis- day night in the semifinals.
game, it automatically gains and Simon Fraser.
trict I standings.
The winner of Western /L.C. home-court advantage for two
Tickets for the semifinal
The winner oflast night'sfirst- State vs. Central will then of the three games.
game are available at
round playoff game between play the best of three in the
The other District I first- Mitchell Hall for $5 adult
Western and Lewis and Clark District I final.
roundplayoft'gamewasplayed and $2 students and senior
State plays at Central SaturIf Central wins its semifinal last night between St. Martin's citizens.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Women 2nd, men 3rd at districts,
off to swimming nationals Monday
by Greg Aldaya
Staff reporter

Mike Spence I The Observer

Central guard Jeff Albrecht (13) and center Otto Pijpker (42)
walk off the coun with G. E. Coleman, coach Coleman's son,
at halftime during Saturday's game at Western.

Fast finishing times and
strong competition gave the
Central women second place
and the men third place at the
NAIA District swim meet in
Olympia Feb. 25-27.
The University of Puget
Sound men and women won
top honors finishing first as a
result of a strong showing and
obvious depth within the team,
Central coach Lori Clark said.
Linfield and Pacific Lutheran
University also competed well
said Clark.
"The competition at districts
was very fast," she said. ''We
feel this was a better meet for
us than expected."
While the hard part is over
now as far as training, Clark
said those going to nationals
will be resting to prepare
themselves to swim fast.
Clark said training will differ
for each individual swimmer.
Central leaves for nationals
Monday.
She said she feels many
events are up for grabs for her

I

swimmers.
She hopes to see them swim
faster than they have all season.
"As far as the team goes, we
hope to finish in the top eight
again," Clark said.
"This is only my second year
with the team, but I think we
are a much improved team over
last year," she said. "Part of it
was we had our pool to work
out in all winter quarter, and
more overall training time.We
are also much improved individually over last year."
Central's Molly Smith was
pleased with how she and the
team did at districts.
"I placed second in the 400
I.M. with a season-best time in
that event," she said. "The
men's relays just rocked, and
all the women's relays were
real close to season-best times.
The senior girls had a great
meet as well."
Clark said Simon Fraser's
finish at districts is no indication of their potential at nationals, because seven of their
best swimmers were not at the
meet.

Wildcat (:listrict placings
200 free relay-1st (Scott
Zabel, Greg Samuelson, Ben
Olszewski, Rob Corn)
1:26.88.
200 IM -2nd Scott Zabel
1:58.51.
200 medley relay -1st (Scott
Kelley, Zabel, Corn,
Olszewski) 1:37.59.
100 fly -2nd Robert Corn
53.32.
100 breast -2nd Scott Zabel
1:00.83.
400 free relay -3rd (Zabel,
Peifer, Stemp, Olszewski)
3:12.99.
100 free -3rd Ben Olszewski
47.82.
800 free relay -3rd (St.amp,
Zabel, Peifer, Loren Zook)
7:11.37.
400 IM -2nd Molly Smith
4:46.69.
200 fly -2nd Annette Harris
2:15.32.
100 fly - 3rd Annette Harris
1:00.73.
.
200 free relay -3rd (Shannon
Pinquoch, Julie Morris,
Tyann Youngquist, Smith)
1:43.27.
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Central loses opener 7-5
The University.of Washington rallied from a 4-0 deficit,
scoring seven runs in the
fourth inning to defeat Central 7-5 Sunday in Central's
baseball season opener.
The Huskies pounded three
Wildcat pitchers for 15 hits in
the second game for a 16-3
win, improving their season
record to 4-7.
Tom Milligan had three hits
for the Wildcats in the second
game and led Central going 3for-4 including two doubles and
two RBI.
Doug Ashmore also had an
RBI double in the first game.
Central lefthander, Craig
Miller blanked the Huskies
through three innings in the
opener.
In the fourth inning of the
opener, Washington's Jeff
Weible hit a 430-foot, two-run

Tom Milligan
homerun to straight away center to cut Central's lead to two.
The Huskies tied the score on
a passed ball and an error.
Matt Wimmer then singled
in Brett Newell with the
go-ahead run for the Huskies.
Derrin Doty drove in two more
runs in the inning to complete

the scoring.
In the nightcap, Husky first
baseman Randy Jorgenson
drove in six runs, including two
with a homerun in the second
inning, to lead Washington.
Brandon Newell also had
three RBI for the Huskies.
Milligan doubled in the
fourth, driving in one run and
then scored on Aaron Clem's
single to account for Central's
two runs that inning.
In the eight, Central's Chris
Gonzales singled, advanced on
an error and wild pitch and
scored on a ground out by Mead
Fenton.
UW 7-16, Central 5-3
Central
Washington

040 000 1--5 8 1
000 700 x--7 8 2

Miller, Wensveen(4)andBoora; Brown
Woodward(3), Schmidt(7)andWeible.
W-Woodward(l-O).L-Miller(0-1).HRUW, Jeff Weible (2).

Hits: Central-Richards, Ronish 2,
Milligan 2 (double), Ashmore (double),
Valley, Boora; UW-Wimmer 2, Doty,
Weible (homerun), Brandon Newell
(double), Brett Newell 3 (2 doubles).
RBI- Central-Ronish, Milligan,
Ashmore; UW-Doty 2, Weible 2,
Wimmer.
Central
000 200 010 •• 3 9 4
Washington 320 202 24x --16 15 1

Lindholm, Zirkle (5), Metcalf (7) and

Forsell, Smith (5); Campbell, Merrick
(6), Bruns (8), Moreland (9) and
Shewey, Rider (8). W- Campbell (1-2).
L-Lindstrom (0-1). HR, Randy ·
Jorgensen (1).
Hits: Central-Gonzales, Zehnder,
Milligan 3 (double), Valley (double),
Clem, Townley (double), Townsend
(double); UW- Wimmer 2, Mecca,
Vandergriend (double), Brandon
Newell 2 (double), Mahle 2 (double),
Rutz, Jorgensen 3 (double, homerun),
Cook, Weible 2 (double).

Ostrander sets record
by Heidi Trepanier
Staff reporter

Central finished its indoor
track and field season last
weekend at the Husky indoor
meet in Seattle where Lisa
Ostrander set a school record
and qualified for nationals in
the triple jump.
The 4x400 relay team of Jay
Spears, D.J. Livingston, Dustin
Liefke, and Brian Meyer and
Ostrander compete in nationals tommorow and Saturday in
Lisa Ostrander
Kansas City, Mo.
62.7.
Ostrander set a school record
In the men's 400 meter
in the triple jump, jumping 36101/4. Ostrander's jump earned Meyer, Spears and Livingston
her a fourth-place finish at the placed second, third and fifth
competition and a berth to the respectively with times of50. 7,
50. 9 and 51.4.
national tournament.
Other women's results in- In the 55-meter hurdles Lance
cluded freshman Veronica Soliday placed sixth in 8.09,
Persons, who placed fourth in and J.C. Felger finished sevthe 300 meter in 45.2 and enth with a time of 8.41.
Pat Reddick finished third in
finished fifth in the high jump
the triple jump with a jump of
with a jump of 5-5.
In the 400 meter, Kelli Meyer 45-1, and eighth in the high
finished seventh with a time of jump at 6-3.

~
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DR. MYRON LINLJ,ER
DR. SAND.Y LINDER
962-2570 ·
Linder Chiropractic Center
1011 N. Alder... ne~t to campus
The Central Washington University Confe.rence Program and Housing SelVices have several temporary
positions available for summer employment. To qualify for these positions, applicants must be at least
18 years of age and be able to perform physical labor. A valid Washington State motor vehicle
operator's license is recommended, but not requ~d. An original social security card (not laminated),
driver's license and/or passport is required by law as proof of identity and employability. Applicants
also must pass a background investigation. NOTE: No annual leave will be granted during
appointment.
If you are a student at Central s_pring quarter of 1993. and plan to enroll at Central fall quarter of 1993.
apply at Courson Conference Center in the Registration Office. Monday through Friday. between
8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. All other interested applicants should apply through the personnel office in
Bouillon Hall, Room 139. Applications must be returned no later than 5:00 p.m., April 2, 1993 (Friday).
CUSTODIAN AIDE
Applicants must have the ability to perform physical labor and be available to work most, if not all,
weekends. Custodian Aides will be expected to dress neatly. Typical work includes sweeping, mopping,
vacuuming, dusting, washing walls and windows, stripping beds, laying out linen, making beds,
emptying trash, moving furniture, setting up meeting rooms, and delivering and setting up audiovisual equipment. There will be three shifts, 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., or 2:30 p.m.
to 11:00 p.m., with a half-hour lunch break. Shifts and days off will vaiy according to work load.
Positions are expected to begin the week of finals (no later than June 12, 1993), and will terminate on
or before September 17, 199 3. Sakny: starting at $6.00 per hour.

bQQQ11r.>mre
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OShirley Flahertyo
Featured Artist for March
O 112 Price Espresso Drinks O
4:30- 5:30

0 Used Books - Buy & Sell 0
(No textbooks)
Open Mon - Sat 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. & Sun. 1 - 4 p.m. • 200 E. 4th 962-2375

CONFERENCE HOST
Applicants must be available for work at all times except class time (including evenings, weekends and
holidays) and must be 21 years of age or of junior status. Positions are expected to begin on June 11,
1993, and terminate August 21, 1993. Salmy: Compensated with room, board and SlOO per month.

Get
Serious.

RIVIRFLOAT GUIDE
Applicants must have knowledge of the river floating program, possess a valid Washington State
driver's license and be a strong swimmer. Positions are expected to begin on June 11, 1993, and
terminate August 21, 1993. Salaiy: $35 per float.

BUSINESS WEEK COUNSELOR
Applicants must be available for work at all times except class time during Business Week and must be
21 years of age or of junior status. Positions are expected to begin on June 11, 1993, and terminate
August 21, 1993. Salaiy: S165 per week plus room and board during the weeks working as a Business
Week counselor CTuly 11 -August 7, 1993).

When you need to make a serious impression,
you need to look great on paper. We have the highest
quali_ty full-color or black & white copies, laser output and
full typesetting services. Need to get serious? See us!

SECURITY PERSONNEL
Applicants must be 21 years of age and work independently (evenings and late nights). Positions ar.e
expected to begin on June 11, 1993, and terminate August 21, 1993. Salmy: S6.00 per hour.

3rd & Main

(509) 925-1234

The Observer
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Final Intramural Sports Basketball standings
Women'sW
Rump Shakers
What's 411
T.H.H.
Hoopettes
Leisure 101
Short Shooters
6 foot and Under B
Warriors
Hot Rods
TonyS.
White Boys
Run&Gun
The Tipsters
"C" squad
Roundball Junkies
6 foot and Under C
S.S. Runners
Just For Fun
Underdogs
Ramblin Wreck
T. Edwards
Carpet Munchers
Do You Know J.N.
T.Bannan
6 foot & under D
Next
Red Wings
The Deviery boys
Pubius El Docius
6-Shooters
Eric Lund
Mystery Meat
Ea les

w

s

7
5
4
4
1
0

L
0
2
3
3
6
7

9.73
7.76
9.36
9.38
10
10

7
6
5
4
3
3
1
0

0
1
2
3
4
4
6
7

8
8.76
9.41
8.07
8.57
7.60
7.92
10

0
1
2
3
4
2. 5
1 6
0 7

8.76
9.25
8.60
8.53
"8.82
8.64
9.93
9.50

7
6
5
4
3

7
5
5
4
3
3
1
0

OpenX
Mac Attack
Penetrators
R. Shakers
Bobby Lee
H+B
Seagram's Seven
Last Minute ··
NBA

0 9.69

2
2
3
4
4
6
7

w
7
6
5
4
2
2
1
1

OpenY
Mint
7
Trouser Trouts
6
Easterside B.
4
Soiled Shorters
4
PTPBaby
3
Sonics
3
Brotherhood
1
3 Giants & 2 Bn Stalks 0

0
1
3
3
4
4
6
7

9.83
9.18
9.14
8.67
9.35
8.60
8.63
9.50

OpenZ
Raw Talent
Air Scrubs
Duck
Black Top Legends
Just for Fun
No Height or 4 White
TeamH-Bomb
E-Town Ballers

0
1
2
3
4
5
5
7

8.86
9.83
10
8.27
8.60
10
10
9.54

7
6
5
4
3
2

2
0

CLASSIFIEDS

8.46
9.92
9.54
7.20
8.40
9.00

8.60

Central's men's tennis team
dominated Gonzaga but lost to
Seattle University and Eastern Washington last weekend.
The women's team lost to Seattle and Gonzaga.
In its loss to Seattle Feb. 26,
Central was shut out 9-0 on the
men's and women's side.
Coach Mark Morrill said he
was happy with his team's performance.
"Seattle is the class of the
conference," Morrill said. "We
usually look like we don't be~~~~~~~~~~-

long on the court with these
guys. This time we played
really well. They still showed
their strength against us."
The Gonzaga match was the
best for the Central men in a
long time, Morrill said.
Central won the match 8-1
behind Justin File.
He beat Jaco Yupangco 6-2,
6-2. · Then File teamed with
Dave Kraft to defeat Pat
Johnson and Matt Mitchell 61, 6-0.
.
"Justin was really on that
day,"Morrill s~d. "Sometimes

you're in a zone and everything
you do is right. That was the
case with Justin and Dave."
Freshman Ryan McDonald
was a positive note even though
he lo~t, said Morrill.
"The match was really close,"
Morrill said. "You couldn't tell
from just the score. A lot of the
games were at deuce before
Ryan lost. He is still freshman
eligible and has a lot of promise."
Morrill said he was surprised
by the play ofDorina Dizon and
the doubles team ofNancy Cole

Men play at home Saturday
against the winner of the
Western vs L.C. State game.

Indoor Track &
FieldAt NAIA national meet
March 5-6.

Outdoor Track &
FieldSeason starts March 6 at
Whitman Invitational.

WrestlingCentral Wrestlers Joe Knox,
Adam Scanlon, Jason
Stevenson, Eric Rotondo,
and Paul Martinez will
compete at the NAIA
nationals, March 5-6 in
Butte, Mont.

so far," he said.
Injuries also forced Cole and
McNeil to team up.
"I don't know ifyou would call
that the deciding match, but
those two really shut down
their opponents.
"They had to replace our
regular number one team.
They stepped up and really
played well."

1.NTRA.MU'RAL· SPORT'S SOFTBA.LL
ENTRY FEE: $40.00 PER TEAM
REGISTRATION BEGINS MAR 1

SIGN UP AT SUB 212

*SIGN UP EARLY
LIMITED NUMBER OF SPOTS

LEAGUES
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

WOMENS "W"
CO-ED
"A"
MENS
CO-ED
"C"••

"X"••

TUESDAY -THURSDAY

m

NOW HIRING. Apply in person,
Monday thru Friday, 8-11 am or 121pm.
AEROBIC DANCE FOR EVERYONE!
ment, Certified Instructor, Fun and
Effective. First Class FREEi 925-3412
PACK YOUR bags and books and take
off! Ifs time to study abroad! Call Nomi
Pearce at 963-3612.
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Eam extra
cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to
National Distributors- P.O. Box 9643 Springfield, MO 65801. Immediate
response.
EARN EXTRA MONEY! Looking for
substitute drivers for Yakima Herald
Republic and Ellensburg Daily Record
motor routes. $7 + an hour. Reliable
vehicle required. Contact John Gaines,
962-6054 .

3:00 PM CO-ED "B"
4:00 PM MENS "Y"
5:00 PM MENS "Z"
6:00 PM CO-ED "D"

.. THESE LEAGUES ARE FOR TEAMS WANTING TO PLAY IN AMORE
COMPETITIVE LEAGUE.

-I'EAMS MAY REGISTER FOR THE PRESEASON TOURNAMENT BY PAYING THE
$5.00 ENTRY FEE. PRESEASON TOURNAMENT
IS LIMITED TO THE FIRST 16 TEAMS IN THE
CO-ED AND MENS DMSION AND FIRST 8 TEAMS
IN THE WOMENS DMSION

PRESEASON TOURNAMENT BEGINS APRIL 5, ~---

.........

~

LEAGUE PLAY BEGINS APRIL 12

Baseball-

FUN SUMMER JOBS! Flying
Horseshoe Ranch for children, near Cle
Elum, is hiring Boys' and Girls'
counselors. Enjoy horseback riding,
swimming (need 2 certified lifeguards),
hiking, etc., while gaining valuable
experience. Salary plus room and
board. The ranch also needs cooks,
responsible·for keeping hungry
campers and staff well fed. Must be a
good cook, efficient kitchen worker, and
enjoy people. Call Penny: 1-674-2366.
GREEKS & CLUBS

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Tennis-

CALL 963-3512

Swimming.
At nationals in San Antonio,
Texas March 10-13. As
many as 30 Central athletes
may participate.

SCUBA LESSONS and Supplies. Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr: 9251272.

lf,533iiii!3E333333333333E~333333i!:33333333~Low-lmpact, Non-Competitive Environ-

At Puget Sound March 6.

Men at Whitworth March 6.
Women at WSU JV March 6.

HELP WANTED: Looking for a top
fratemity, sorority, or student organization that would like to make $500 -1500
for a one week marketing project right
on campus. Must be organized and
hardworking. Call 1-800-592-2121 Ext.
308.

STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano lntemacional offer language
and Karyn McNeil.
and culture classes. The cost is
"Dorina moved up to number approximately $2, 100 per quarter for
two because Amy Templeton tuition, housing, meals, and excursions.
was sick," Morrill said.
Applications available now. Call Nomi
"Dorina played her best match Pearce at 963-3612.

Wildcat notes ...

Basketball-

~tf~t.tJAfli.J

L s
0 . 7.33
1 7.30
2 8.25
3 8.85
5 6.93
5
7.83
6 7.93
6 8.57

Central netters split niatches
by Billy Wagner
Staff reporter

i'.,:
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RAISE A COOL
$1,000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1,000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.

ALL LEAGUES ARE LIMITE]) TO 10 TEAMS. TEAMS WILL BE REGISTERED
AS THEY PAY. MANAGERS MEETING IS AT NPAV 117, 5PM APRIL 8

And aFREE
.IGLO COOLER
if you qualify. Call

1-800-932-0528, ·ext. 65

When

Divining Rods
Adelines • March 5
FREE

you give ~lood
yougwe
another birthday,
another anniversary,
another laugh,·
another hug,
another chance.

PRESENTS
Tiny Hat Orchestra
The Arcade
March5 & 6

+

Amer.icanRed. Cross

91.5 FM
421 NPearl
925-3159

Please gire blood

THE

Open 7 Days ~ Week

405 E. 3rd,Ave.

TANNING LOTION
EAR PIERCING

925-9888

CLIMB UPTO

1\1{~

:E
AJ:'rRACflO~

Student day
Mondays

ADELINE'S
ATTIQUE

'IAlll'~ G~

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
FOR BURGERS, PIZZAS, GRINDERS, STEAKS,
SANDWICHES, SNACKS, SOUP
BEER • WINE • SPIRITS
HAPPY HOUR 4pm - 6pm

•Come in and register to WIN free haircolor or tans!
•Waxing •Facials •Haircuts• Tanning •Full Hair Service

•Come in and get a new Make up
•Paul Mitchell
Makeover!
•Matrix
Just $10.00 Reg. $12.00
Make up application included

DOWNSTAIRS ACTION
9pm-lam
WEDNESDAYS, FRIDAYS, & SATURDAYS
315 N. MAIN

~:.:::::::::::~

FRAZZINl'S PIZZA PLACE
HOME OF THE BEST & LARGEST PIZZA IN ELLENSBURG

.Pizza
place
IN THE PLAZA
716 E 8TH
ELLENSBURG

WE ALSO HA VE:
- Nachos
- Chicken Wings
- Sandwiches
- Cheese Toast
- Salads
- Beer
-Wine

925-9ass ·
WE HAVE FREE DELIVERY
(with purchase of $5 or more) _
OPEN WEEKDAYS
11:00 A.M. -1:00 A.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.

--

ESPRESSO SERVED ·ALLL DAY EVERY DAY!
HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL DAY FRIDAY!
r~----------------r----------------,~-------~--------,

: $3.00 OFF $2.00 OFF: LARGE (16") PIZZA :
I
.I

any
large (16")

I
I
I

PIZZA

I

-1

·

any
I
medium (13") I

I

PIZZA

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

.

I'
I
I

I

I
I

MEDIUM PRICE
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

I

.

I .
I
I

'?c~aTa!?!~!:1l~2~nl,~t~~e~
mushrooms, and olives)
LARGE (16")
MEDIUM (13")
$13.00
$10.00
reg. $16.95
reg. $13.00

I

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

I
I

Single or Double Iced Mocha

:
I
I

1
I
I
I

I

~-----------------~----------------~-----------------~
TACO PIZZA - 1 Meat Lovers Special 1
THINK SPRING!
•

1
I
I
'1

I
I
I
I

L

(refried beans, olives, cheddar cheese, beef,
lettuce, tomatoes, tortilla chips)

LARGE (16")
$15.25
reg. $16.95

MEDIUM (13")
$11.75
reg. $13.00

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

I
I

Choose up to 3 items: canadian
bacon, sausage, beef' pepperoni

JUST $1.00

1 med. (13") Pizza $9.99
'1
I 2 med. (13") Pizzas $15.99 · 1
'1

I
I
I

L

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

I
I
I

.J

I
I

I

I

1
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
DINE IN OR CARRY-OUT ONLY
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

.

----------------- ---------------- -----------------

I ·
I
I

.J

